Estimation set size is an important determinant of genomic prediction accuracy. Plant breeding 18 programs are characterized by a high degree of structuring, particularly into populations. This 19 hampers establishment of large estimation sets for each population. Pooling populations increases 20 estimation set size but ignores unique genetic characteristics of each. A possible solution is par-21 tial pooling with multilevel models, which allows estimating population specific marker effects 22 while still leveraging information across populations. We developed a Bayesian multilevel whole-23 genome regression model and compared its performance to that of the popular BayesA model 24 applied to each population separately (no pooling) and to the joined data set (complete pooling).
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number of reference alleles, centered by twice the reference allele frequency. Which of the alleles 86 was chosen as reference allele depended on the data set and is described below. Effects u kj were 87 only estimated when the corresponding marker was polymorphic in population j. Otherwise it was 88 set to 0 and treated as a constant. 89 [ Figure 1 about here.] 90 The hierarchical prior distribution setup will be explained next. A graphical display is shown 91 in Figure 1A . The prior of u kj was 92 u jk ∼ N (u k , γ 2 k ),
where u k was the overall effect of the k th marker and variance parameter γ 2 k quantified the devi-93 ations of the specific effects u kj from u k . Note that all else equal, the shrinkage toward u k is the 94 stronger the smaller γ 2 k .
95
Both parameters were associated with prior distributions themselves and estimated from the 96 data. For u k this was u k ∼ N (0, σ 2 k ). Here, the variance parameter σ 2 k controls the amount of 97 shrinkage towards 0. It was associated with a scaled inverse Chi-square prior with 4.001 degree of 98 freedom and scale parameter S 2 . The prior for u k thus corresponded to the well known "BayesA" 
100
For the variance parameter γ 2 k , we specified
which is a Normal distribution prior on γ k with mean parameter m and standard deviation d, left and observed phenotypic values of individuals in the testing set. The within population prediction 141 accuracies were subsequently averaged for populations in Π and Π. These average within popula-142 tion prediction accuracies will henceforth be denoted as r Π and r Π . Thus, r Π and r Π correspond 143 to the prediction accuracy for populations represented and not represented in the estimation set, 144 respectively.
145
When using partial pooling, GEBVs of individuals in Λ p were predicted using the posterior 146 means of the marker effects estimated for the corresponding population (i.e., u jk ). GEBVs of indi-147 viduals from populations in Π were predicted using the posterior means of the overall (unspecific) 148 marker effects u k .
149
When using complete pooling, GEBVs of all individuals in the test set were predicted from the 150 posterior means of marker effects u k estimated from the joint data set with model (4).
151
Finally, when using no pooling, GEBVs of individuals in Λ p were predicted using the posterior of the pooling approaches, the following combinations of P and N p were considered: P = 5 and 176 N p = 50 and 100, P = 10 and N p = 25, 50 and 100, P = 20 and N p = 12.5, 25, and 50. For P = 177 20 and N p = 12.5, we sampled 19 populations with 12 individuals and one with 22, which results 178 in an average N p of 12.5. The P and N p combinations thus gave rise to N of either 250, 500 or 179 1000. For each combination of trait, P and N p , 50 estimation-testing data sets were generated by 180 repeating the sampling of Π and Λ p as described above. Throughout, the three pooling approaches 181 were applied to the same data sets. The sampling variation between different data sets thus does 182 not enter the comparisons among pooling approaches.
183
Application to interconnected biparental (IB) maize populations This data set was obtained pooling achieved the highest r Π . Here no pooling resulted in the lowest r Π . The only exception to 236 this was trait DS, where no pooling had a r Π equal or higher to partial and complete pooling also 237 for low N p .
238
Partial and complete pooling achieved virtually identical prediction accuracies r Π for new pop-239 ulations ( Table 1 ). In general, r Π of a particular pooling approach was considerably lower than the 240 corresponding r Π . The differences between r Π and r Π tended to be larger for high N p . Graphical visualization of the testing strategy for evaluating prediction accuracy.
241
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The estimation set comprises Λ 1 and Λ 2 from populations P 1 and P 2 (set Π). The 
Line in estimation set
Line in test set FIGURE 2: Graphical visualization of the testing strategy for evaluating prediction accuracy. The estimation set comprises Λ 1 and Λ 2 from populations P 1 and P 2 (set Π). The prediction accuracy of lines from populations represented in estimation set (r Π ) was computed from Λ 1 and Λ 2 , the prediction accuracy of lines from populations not represented in estimation set from lines in P 3 and P 4 (set Π). 
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